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Eating disorders represent a significant source of psychological and medical morbidity among 
late adolescent and young adult women. This talk will review several studies conducted on 
purging disorder (Keel, Haedt, & Edler, 2005) -- a newly described syndrome characterized by 
recurrent purging (e.g., self-induced vomiting) after normal or small amounts of food in normal 
weight individuals. Results of this work support he clinical significance and potential 
distinctiveness of purging disorder, suggesting that this syndrome may merit specific delineation 
within nosological schemes. Considering the adage that “we study what we define,” (Walsh & 
Kahn, 1997), inclusion of purging disorder as a named condition among the DSM-5 Feeding and 
Eating Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified may facilitate much needed research into the causes, 
consequences, and efficacious treatment of this “new” eating disorder.



Morning Poster Session 
Friday, April 12th, 9:30 – 10:30 (Room of Nations, 
NDSU Memorial Union) 
 
 
1.  Avoidance, motives, and alcohol involvement: 
Unique pathways to alcohol consequences across 
trauma classes 
Robert Dvorak1, A. Arens2, N. Kuvaas1, T. Williams1, 
& T. Kilwein1 
1North Dakota State University, 2University of 
Central Florida 
 
Experiential avoidance, avoidance of uncomfortable 
emotions, is common among PTSD populations. 
Alcohol use disorders are highly comorbid with 
PTSD. Further, alcohol use is commonly associated 
with experiential avoidance. The current study 
examined pathways to alcohol-consequences among 
different classes of trauma (none, low, high, and 
PTSD). Participants (n=459) completed assessments 
of alcohol use/consequences, trauma history, and 
multidimensional avoidance. The model specified 
paths from multidimensional avoidance to alcohol-
consequences through use motivation 
(χ2[183]=204.962, p=.127, CFI=.99, RMSEA=0.03). 
The PTSD class exhibited a unique path from distress 
endurance (ab=-.28, p=.01) to alcohol-consequences. 
This suggests a specific vulnerability pathway for 
increased alcohol-consequences among those with 
PTSD. 
 
2.  The Effects of Culture on Morality 
Brenda Charles 
Dickinson State University 
 
Moral behavior and development are constructs that 
have been investigated by psychologists starting with 
Lawrence Kohlberg and Piaget, but what are some 
factors that contribute to or affect our moral 
behavior? Using the survey method, with a sample of 
college students, strong correlations have been 
shown. This research will show some these 
correlations, such as the correlation between morality 
and church attendance, between morality and playing 
video games, and between morality and the number 
of friends a person has. The validity of the construct 
was tested using peer reported surveies given at the 
same time. 
 
3.  Arousal Level withing Negative Affect 
Influences the Attentional Blink 
Brandon T. Saxton, James W. Murphy, Tharaki 
Siyaguna, Samantha K. Myhre, Brandon L Goering, 
& Paul D. Rokke 
North Dakota State University 

 
Negative affect has been shown to influence 
attentional performance, though studies have rarely 
compared different kinds of negative affect or 
controlled for arousal. In an RSVP experiment that 
varied arousal within negative affect, it was 
determined that the experience of sadness and fear 
resulted in different levels of performance.  
Participants performed more poorly when sad than 
when fearful, suggesting that decreasing levels of 
arousal promotes less efficient detection of multiple 
stimuli. 
 
4.  The Gender Beliefs of Adrogynous Individuals 
Megan Schindler, Nicole Kippen, Jenna Kamholz, 
Laura Clark, &Elizabeth Ewing Lee 
Concordia College 
 
Little is known about how androgynous individuals 
(i.e., high in masculinity and femininity) differ from 
other sex-typed groups in regards to their gendered 
beliefs. Data from 859 college students were 
collected to explore the associations between 
gendered categorization and their individual 
perceptions of gender.  ANOVAs indicated that for 
both males and females, androgynous individuals 
have higher gendered self-efficacy than all other 
groups, higher gendered contingencies of self-worth 
than cross-sex-typed individuals, and feel equal in 
their similarity to others of their sex as highly sex-
typed individuals. These findings emphasize the 
importance of individuals’ perceptions of their own 
gendered characteristics. 
 
5.  Differences in emotional functioning across 
alcohol use classes 
Emily Sargent & Robert D. Dvorak 
North Dakota State University 
 
Emotion regulation is related to problematic drinking.  
Understanding use group differences in emotion 
regulation may aid intervention efforts. This study 
examined differences in facets of emotion regulation 
across four alcohol use groups (low/none, moderate, 
heavy, and problematic). College students (n=813) 
completed assessments of alcohol use/problems and 
emotion regulation difficulties.  Results showed few, 
if any, differences in emotion regulation difficulties 
across low/no, moderate, and heavy drinkers. Despite 
consumption levels comparable to heavy drinkers, 
problem drinkers endorsed greater emotion 
dysregulation than all other use groups. Results 
suggest that emotion regulation, rather than use level, 
may be a key factor in problematic use. 



6.  Self-Disclosure Correlations 
Toril Sanford 
Dickinson State University 
 
A paper-and-pencil questionnaire assessing the 
tendency for self-disclosure was constructed using 
questions that probed to varying degrees into 
respondents’ personal information. To this 
questionnaire were added other Likert-style items 
assessing factors like level of stress, population of 
home town, and other demographic variables. Based 
on the research on the benefits of social support, it 
was hypothesized that people under stress would 
disclose more. Data from thirty DSU students (15 
male, 15 female) who completed the questionnaire 
and indicated their name (which was later removed) 
failed to support the primary hypothesis but do 
suggest greater self-disclosure amongst people from 
smaller communities.    
 
7.  Neuropsychological aspects of Concussions 
Knowledge 
Eliza Evans, Abby Alberda, Kathryn Feltman, & F. 
Richard Ferraro  
University of North Dakota 
 
We investigated the role executive functions plays in 
concussion knowledge.  52 college students filled out 
the Sports Concussion Knowledge Test (SCKT; 
Weber & Edwards, 2012) and the Executive Function 
Index (EFI; Spinella, 2005).  The SCKT asks 26 
true/false questions about sports concussion and asks 
Ss confidence in their stated answer.  The EFI 
measures 5 components of executive function 
(Motivation/Drive, Impulse Control, Empathy, 
Organization, Strategic Planning) and a Total Score .  
Only Motivation/Drive from the EFI correlated with 
components of the SCKT (r = .28 for a true question 
answered true; r = -.29 when a true question was 
answered false, both ps < .03).  Implications for the 
role of executive function in sports concussion 
knowledge will be discussed.    
 
8.  Emotional Intelligence: How Emotional 
Intelligence Effects Relationship Satisfaction and 
Affect Expression 
Katherine Smith, Dr. Darcie Sell, Kevin Frank, & 
Justine Haukebo 
Concordia College 
 
Emotional intelligence has become a growing part of 
positive psychology. This study investigated how 
emotional intelligence predicts expression of affect 
and relationship satisfaction during conflict 
discussions in romantic and friendship relationships. 
Participants in this study completed an emotional 

intelligence and relationship satisfaction 
questionnaire and also participated in a videotaped 
conflict discussion which was coded for affect. The 
preliminary results indicate that emotional 
intelligence does not predict relationship satisfaction 
nor does it predict positive or negative affect. When 
coder emotion ratings were compared to the 
participant’s emotion ratings, discrepancies were 
found. This indicates that there may be limited 
validity with this type of coding procedure.   
 
9.  Attentional Control Moderates Influence of 
Rumination on Attention during Negative Affect 
Samantha K. Myhre, Brandon L. Goering, Brandon 
T. Saxton, James W. Murphy, Tharaki Siyaguna, & 
Paul Rokke 
North Dakota State University 
 
The present study sought to examine the influence of 
cognitive control and rumination styles on the ability 
to attend to negative information while under stress, 
while varying levels of arousal. In an RSVP task, 
after having attended to a negative target, participants 
were less accurate at detecting a second target in the 
first 300ms if they were sad than if they were fearful. 
This performance was even greater for individuals 
who tend to ruminate and have low attentional 
control. This implies that executive functioning may 
underlie the impact of rumination. 
 
10.  Biased attention near another's hand after a 
joint action task 
Sylvia S. Ziejewski, Hsin-Mei Sun, & Laura E. 
Thomas 
North Dakota State University 
 
Research has suggested that attention is prioritized to 
the space near one’s own hand. In this study, we 
investigate whether a friend’s hand, in comparison to 
one’s own, would similarly influence spatial 
attention. Participants in two experiments performed 
an attentional orienting task in which reaction time to 
detect a dot near their hand or a friend’s hand on the 
screen was examined. Our findings indicate that 
participants do not by default prioritize the space near 
their friend’s hand (Experiment 1), but do pay 
attention to the space near their friend’s hand after a 
joint sawing task is performed (Experiment 2).    
 
11.  Real World Depth Perception using Night 
Vision Goggles 
Gabriel Krump-Johnson & Kaleb Dahl 
North Dakota State University 
 
Night vision goggles (NVG) impede an observer’s 
ability to judge depth. One possible explanation is 
that NVG interfere with pursuit eye movements, 
which are necessary to disambiguate near and far 



depth in motion parallax. We studied motion parallax 
as a cue to depth perception with night vision goggles 
and real world targets. Our hypothesis: participants 
who fixate one of two targets and keep it centered 
with a head rotation will have significantly different 
accuracy in depth judgment than participants who 
translate the target objects across the field of vision 
generating a required pursuit signal. 
 
12.  Mania and sexual risk: Associations with 
behavioral self-regulation 
Robert D. Dvorak1, Tyler B. Wray2, Nicholas J. 
Kuvaas1, & Tess M. Kilwein1 
1North Dakota State University, 2University of South 
Dakota 
 
Risky sex is a central public health concern. Mania 
and urgency are associated with reward seeking and 
an overreliance on emotional decision-making which 
may promote risky sex. Effortful control (EC) is 
associated with adaptive decision making, which may 
diminish the effects of mania. Participants (n = 595) 
completed measures of impulsivity, mania, and risky 
sex. Among those endorsing engagement in risky sex, 
urgency was positively, and EC negatively, 
associated with risky sex.  Mania was positively 
associated with risky sex, but only for those low in 
EC. Results suggest that EC may diminish the effects 
of mania on risky sex. 
 
13.  The Existential Function of  the Apocalypse: 
End of the World Narratives Increase Meaning 
Amongst  Individuals High in Intrinsic Religiosity 
Tuan Nguyen, Andrew Abeyta, Christina Roylance, & 
Clay Routledge 
North Dakota State University  
 
Humans strive to survive in the service of genetic 
replication. Thus, the possibility of the world being 
annihilated should be psychologically threatening. 
However, apocalyptic narratives are often celebrated 
in human culture. This poses the question: What 
psychological function might apocalyptic narratives 
serve? The present work explores this question by 
examining how dimensions of religiosity relate to 
perceptions of meaning derived from world ending 
events. Participants completed measures of 
religiosity, read an article highlighting possible world 
ending threats, and rated the extent to which this 
article bolstered meaning. Higher levels of intrinsic 
religiosity were associated with increased meaning 
derived from an apocalyptic narrative. 
 
14.  When the past promotes the future: The 
effects of nostalgia and attachment-related 
avoidance on relationship seeking 

Matt Kramer, Andrew Abeyta, Christina Roylance, 
&Clay Routledge 
North Dakota State University 
 
Previous research has shown that nostalgic memories 
can increase feelings of social connectedness and that 
this pattern is particularly pronounced amongst 
individuals low in attachment-related avoidance.  
However, no studies have investigated the 
relationship between nostalgia, attachment-related 
avoidance, and relationship seeking.  The present 
research investigates the impact of nostalgia and 
avoidant-related attachment on motivation for 
seeking out new relationships.  Findings from two 
studies suggest that experimentally-induced nostalgia 
increases desire and intention to establish new 
friendships for individuals low in attachment-related 
avoidance.  In contrast, among participants high in 
attachment-related avoidance, the current work 
suggests that nostalgia decreases desire and intention 
to establish new friendships. 
 
 
Morning Paper Session 
Friday, April 12th, 10:45 – 11:45 (Hidatsa room, 
NDSU Memorial Union) 
 
 
Flirting Behavior 
Taylor Bleibaum & Dr. Dana Wallace 
Jamestown College 
 
Mock aggressive acts, pick-up lines, teasing, cyber-
flirting, and nonverbal behaviors are all types of 
flirting behavior. The motivations for these behaviors 
range from pursuing sex, to assessing romantic 
interest, to increasing intimacy, or just having fun. 
This study examined flirting motivations across 
gender and relationship status. Results indicated that 
males more often flirt to potentially engage in sex 
whereas females flirt to increase closeness or have 
fun. Interestingly, people in relationships flirt to 
obtain sex more often than singles, whereas singles 
flirt more to assess interest than those in 
relationships. These differences illustrate potential 
miscommunications between men and women. 
 
Self-regulation and Alcohol Use Involvement: A 
Latent Class Analysis 
Nicholas J. Kuvaas1, Robert D Dvorak1, Matthew R. 
Pearson2, & Emily Sargent1 
1North Dakota State University, 2University of New 
Mexico 
 
The current study evaluated differences in self-
regulation across four empirically derived drinking 



classes. Participants (n = 861) completed online 
measures of demographics, alcohol involvement, and 
self-regulation. Three drinking classes were 
empirically derived including a class of abstainers. 
Moderate drinkers were the largest class (47.39%) 
followed by heavy drinkers (31.59%), abstainers 
(12.31%), and problem drinkers (8.71%). 
Multinomial logistic regression analysis compared 
self-regulation differences across drinking classes. 
Higher urgency and lower distress tolerance 
distinguished the problem use class from the other 
two use classes. Overall, important differences exist 
in self-regulation across drinking classes related to 
use and consequences. 
 
The Effects of Music Genres on the Perceived 
Level of Attractiveness 
Tim Fode & Christine P. Malone, Ph.D 
Minnesota State University Moorhead 
 
There is a relationship between visual perception and 
music, in which music alters our visual perceptual 
environment… where the sound makes us see the 
image differently, and then this new images makes us 
hear the sound differently, which in turn makes us 
something else in the image and so on (Wingstedt, 
Brändström & Berg, 2010). The perceived level of 
attractiveness of neutral faces while listening to 
different genres of music will be explored. Thirty 
undergraduate students from Minnesota State 
University Moorhead will view thirty-two previously 
neutral rated photos (16 male and 16 female). The 
independent variable has four levels: Classical music, 
pop music, heavy metal music, and the no music. The 
dependent measure is the level of perceived 
attractiveness on a five point Likert type scale (1 
being very unattractive, and 5 highly attractive). This 
study will use a single factor repeated measure 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to interpret the data. 
It is expected that the pop music condition will elicit 
a positive attractiveness score on the Likert type 
scale. The heavy metal condition is expected to 
produce the lowest score, the classical condition will 
produce a lower score, and the no music condition 
will produce no significant difference in the level of 
perceived attractiveness. 
 
Making Roads Safer for Older Drivers: A 
Simulator Study 
Dustin M. Elliott, Nora Gayzur, Linda Langley, 
Kimberly Vachal, Enrique Alvarez, & Robert D. 
Gordon 
North Dakota State University 
 
The proportion of drivers 65 and over is increasing, 
especially in rural areas. This study compared older 

and middle aged drivers’ performances on a 
simulated rural highway. We manipulated light 
conditions, destination sign distance, and intersection 
warning sign presence. Both groups drove slower, yet 
entered turns faster, at night compared to day. 
Placing destination signs farther from intersections 
reduced turning speed at night. Adding intersection 
warning signs also enhanced preparatory turn 
behaviors. We found few age-related differences in 
driving behavior. This suggests that, in rural areas, 
changes in sign presence and location can modify 
turning behaviors and enhance driving safety. 
 
 
Luncheon Address 
Friday, April 12th, 12:45 – 1:45 (Prairie Rose 
room, Memorial Union) 
 
 
Reflections on the Importance of Undergraduate 
Research 
Dr. Pamela Keel 
Florida State University 
 
Undergraduate research provides a meaningful entry 
into research careers for students and can lead to 
important scientific contributions. This talk will focus 
on a specific research opportunity I had during my 
senior year of college and how this led to my 
involvement, over three decades of my life, in a study 
of bulimic syndromes in college cohorts recruited in 
1982, 1992, 2002, and 2012 and followed at 10-, 20-, 
and 30-year intervals. I will describe this study’s key 
contributions to the field of eating disorders and to 
my development as a researcher to illustrate the 
importance of undergraduate research. 
 
 
Afternoon Paper Session 
Friday, April 12th, 2:00-3:00pm (Hidatsa room, 
NDSU Memorial Union) 
 
 
Submissive, Inhibited, Avoidant, and Prone to 
Escape: The Correlates and Consequences of 
Crossing One's Arms 
Jessica L. Bair, Adam K. Fetterman, & Michael D. 
Robinson 
North Dakota State University 
 
Speculations have suggested that arm-crossing serves 
a self-protective function. Three studies 
systematically examined this hypothesis. In Study 1, 
it was found that people reporting greater arm-
crossing tendencies scored higher in interpersonal 
submissiveness. Studies 2 and 3 manipulated arm-



crossing in an incidental manner. Study 2 found that 
the manipulation activated thoughts related to 
avoidant personality functioning. Study 3 focused on 
dependent measures related to defensive reactions to 
potential physical threats and found that arm-crossing 
resulted in strategies of escape. The studies converge 
on the suggestion that arm-crossing is a defensive 
strategy that renders individuals submissive, 
inhibited, avoidant, and prone to escape. 
 
Thinking with the Genitals: Reproductive 
Strategies as a Function of Genital Attention and 
Biological Sex 
Nicole N. Kruger, Adam K. Fetterman, & Michael D. 
Robinson 
North Dakota State University 
 
Evolutionary theories of sexual selection contend that 
men and women have different reproductive 
strategies. Motivationally speaking, males should be 
more interested in short-term mating opportunities, 
whereas females should be more interested in long-
term mating opportunities. We sought to prime these 
motivational strategies by directing attention to the 
genitals in an implicit manner. There was a 3-way 
interaction such that the manipulation of genital 
attention increased interest in short-term mating 
among males, but not females. By contrast, the 
manipulation increased interest in long-term mating 
among females, but not males. Results support an 
embodied motivational perspective on evolutionary 
psychology.   
 
Dark and Depressed: Preferences for Darkness 
Predict Negative Emotion 
Stephanie A. Nelson, Adam K. Fetterman, & Michael 
D. Robinson 
North Dakota State University 
 
Light and dark are the primordial colors for positivity 
and negativity. In previous work, our lab has shown 
that people perceive negative stimuli to be darker 
than positive stimuli. The present work seeks to 
extend such metaphor-consistent associations to the 
realm of personality and psychopathology. In 4 
studies, we asked a very simple question – namely, 
do you prefer light or dark? Most people preferred 
light. Of more interest, dark-preferring individuals 
consistently scored higher in trait negative 
emotionality. The second set of studies further 
established that this simple measure was capable of 
predicting levels of depression. 
 
 
 
 

 
Afternoon Poster Session 
Friday, April 12th, 3:00 – 4:00 (Room of Nations, 
NDSU Memorial Union) 
 
 
1.  The Effects of Peer Victimization on College 
Students’ Mental Health 
Amanda Ockert, Darren Carter, Kathryn Gordon, & 
Wendy Troop-Gordon 
North Dakota State University 
 
Peer victimization (PV) has been linked to many 
negative mental health outcomes (Neumark-Sztainer 
et al., 2002; Sweetingham & Waller, 2008). Most 
previous research has focused on PV in childhood or 
adolescence. The current questionnaire study, in 1416 
undergraduate students, suggests that PV occurring 
prior to college, and during college, are also related 
to a variety of negative mental health outcomes, 
including elevated levels of depression, anxiety, 
problematic alcohol use, bulimic symptoms, and 
drive for muscularity. The implication of the current 
findings is that PV needs to be addressed not only in 
the childhood and adolescent years, but also during 
college. 
 
2.  Dominance, Submissiveness, and How 
Trustworthy One Finds Themselves 
Jordann Brandner & Jared L. Ladbury 
North Dakota State University 
 
190 undergraduate students took a series of 
questionnaires to study the relationship between 
social dominance, submissiveness, and how 
trustworthy they find themselves. The study found 
that although dominance and submissiveness were 
significantly correlated, only dominance significantly 
predicted how trustworthy they found themselves, 
while submissiveness did not significantly predict 
how trustworthy they found themselves. This shows 
that there may be more to the relationship between 
dominance and submissiveness that is not explained 
by current theory that states dominance and 
submissiveness are opposite ends of a continuum. 
 
3.  Lower Cognitive Control Predicts Increased 
Impulsivity 
Deanna N. Schreiber-Gregory, Tianwei Liu, & 
Michael Robinson 
North Dakota State University 
 
Research has shown that stroop cost is related to 
impulsivity and deficits in executive function. This 
paper sought to extend these findings to real behavior 
and experiences in everyday life. Two studies 



accompanied by daily questionnaires were used in 
this analysis. The first study found that higher stroop 
cost correlated significantly with higher average daily 
impulsivity. The second study found that when 
analyzed using a multi-level model, higher stroop 
cost correlated significantly with higher impulsivity 
and stress in the presence of negative events. This 
paper supports past research showing higher stroop 
cost contributing to increased impulsivity. 
 
4.  Perceived depth magnitude with motion 
parallax and binocular disparity cue combination 
Jessica Holmin, Gabriel Lillestol, Brett Farstveet, 
Adrian Hoehle, & Brian Connelly 
North Dakota State University 
 
We investigated how motion parallax (MP) and 
binocular disparity (BD) cues are combined to 
generate a single perceived depth magnitude. The 
goal of this study was to determine whether a 
weighted linear combination of motion parallax (MP) 
and binocular disparity (BD) cue magnitudes account 
for the perceived depth magnitude in different cue 
combination conditions. Observers viewed random-
dot MP and BD stimuli through a mirror stereoscope. 
MP stimuli were compared to static stereo stimuli in 
a 2IFC (two-interval forced choice) procedure. The 
cue combination conditions generated perceived 
depth magnitude greater than a linear combination of 
weighted MP and BD cues explains. 
 
5.  A moment of clarity in the face of existential 
terror: The effects of emotional intelligence and 
mortality salience on psychological well-being 
Katie E. Field, Andrew Abeyta, Christina Roylance, 
Dr. Clay Routledge 
North Dakota State University 
 
Theory and research indicates that the ability to 
clearly understand and differentiate emotional states, 
a key component of emotional intelligence, helps 
people regulate negative emotions such as anxiety. 
According to terror management theory, the 
awareness of mortality should provoke anxiety 
amongst humans. However, to date, no research has 
explored the potential for dimensions of emotional 
intelligence to help people manage anxiety associated 
with the awareness of death. The present work 
explores this potential.  Specifically, two studies 
demonstrate that reminders of mortality increase 
anxiety and decrease well-being, but only amongst 
individuals low in the clarity dimension of emotional 
intelligence. 
 
 

6.  Gender in Group Interactions and 
Contributions 
Molly Eldridge & Jared Ladbury, Ph.D 
North Dakota State University 
 
Women were predicted to contribute more to a group 
reward when the reward was all-or-none compared to 
men. No difference was predicted in a continuous 
reward condition.  
Results showed that there was a significant 
interaction between gender and condition, F- (1,183) 
= 6.94, p < .01, however, results were opposite of our 
hypothesis. Men contributed more in the step 
condition (Mean= 28.14, S.D. = 12.49) and less in the 
continuous condition (Mean= 15.40, S.D. = 15.22) 
compared to women. Women’s contributions in both 
conditions remained constant (Continuous – Mean = 
21.23, S.D. = 11.81; Step – Mean = 23.98, S.D. 
=14.03). 
 
7.  The Benefits of Traditional vs. Wikipedia 
Research Assignments for Introductory 
Psychology Students 
Dr. Mona Ibrahim & Megan John  
Concordia College  
 
Learning in today's internet-dependent world 
necessitates the use of pedagogies that appeal to the 
new generations of college-aged students. In an effort 
to improve these pedagogies by allowing students to 
contribute meaningfully to existing online resources 
and to help students appreciate the ongoing nature of 
learning and the value of the peer review process, a 
Wikipedia assignment was integrated into an 
introductory psychology course to replace the 
typically assigned major paper. This study yielded 
both qualitative and quantitative data on the 
perceived benefits of the Wikipedia assignment and 
on ways the Wikipedia assignments could be 
improved. 
 
8.  Roles of perspective and pursuit cues in the 
disambiguation of depth from motion parallax 
Marcus Mahar, Brett Farstveet, Zachary Leonard, 
Jessica Holmin, Gabriel Lillestol, Dylan Shipman, 
Adrian Hoehle, Gabriel Krump, & Kaleb Dahl 
North Dakota State University 
 
We investigated the possible role of perspective 
information in disambiguating MP, both alone and in 
combination with pursuit. Dynamic perspective cues 
were generated with a random-dot plane that rotated 
about the vertical meridian, into or out of the screen. 
Such a dynamic-perspective stimulus could provide 
information about change in eye orientation relative 
to the scene, a variable needed to compute depth 



from MP. Observers maintained fixation at the center 
of a MP stimulus surrounded by the perspective plane 
and reported perceived depth-phase of the MP 
stimulus. The results suggest that dynamic 
perspective can disambiguate depth for some 
observers and that both perspective and pursuit can 
contribute to perception of depth from MP. 
 
9.  Individual Differences, Attentional Control and 
the Influence of Arousal during Positive Affect 
James W. Murphy, Samantha K. Myhre, Tharaki 
Siyaguna, Brandon T. Saxton, Brandon L. Goering, 
& Paul D. Rokke 
North Dakota State University 
 
Neuroticism and difficulties in emotional regulation 
are often associated with negative affect. In this study 
we demonstrate that these personality characteristics 
also predict susceptibility to the attention impairing 
influence of arousal during positive affect. 
Participants completed an RSVP attention task while 
experiencing positive emotion under low and high 
arousing conditions and completed four self-report 
measures. Three measures significantly predicted 
performance, ps < .01. Participants high in 
neuroticism and experiencing difficulty in emotional 
regulation performed more poorly under high arousal. 
This suggests difficulties in cognitive control in the 
presence of arousal may serve as a vulnerability 
factor independently of negative affect. 
 
10.	  Manual depth estimation for binocular 
disparity and motion parallax 
Zachary Leonard, Dylan Shipman, Adrian Hoehle, 
Gabriel Lillestol, & Brett Farstveet 
North Dakota State University 
 
A new technique for studying depth perception, 
Manual Depth Estimation (MDE), involving the 
indication of perceived magnitude through the 
distance between thumb and forefinger, was explored 
in the examination of perceived depth from motion 
parallax (MP) and stereopsis (stereo).  Condition 1, 
involving estimations of line lengths and physical 
object depth, was run to determine the validity of 
MDE and to observe patterns in responses. Trends 
were then used as corrections for data collected in 
Condition 2, in which participants indicated 
perceived depth magnitude of MP or stereo stimuli.  
Results were compared to previous findings obtained 
using more typical, inter-cue-comparison techniques. 
 
11.	  Do anxious individuals have difficulty gating 
threat-related information from working 
memory? 
1Andrea Bocincova, 2Daniel M. Stout, 3Alexander J. 

Shackman, 2Christine L. Larson, & 1Jeffery S. 
Johnson 
1North Dakota State University, 2University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 3University of Wisconsin-
Madison 
 
Previous research has revealed that high trait anxiety 
is associated with the excess allocation of attention to 
potentially threatening (i.e., fear-related) stimuli, 
even when such stimuli are irrelevant to current 
goals, and attending to them may compromise 
performance. In the present study, we use ERPs to 
examine whether anxious individuals also have 
difficulty preventing task-irrelevant threatening 
information from gaining access to working memory. 
In addition to compromising performance, the entry 
of threatening information into working memory 
could foster anxiety-related cognitions and further 
bias ongoing thought and action towards anxiety 
provoking aspects of the environment. 
 
12.	  Arousal Level within Positive Affect Influences 
the Attentional Blink 
Tharaki Siyaguna, Brandon L. Saxton, James W. 
Murphy, Samantha K. Myhre, Brandon L. Goering, 
& Paul D. Rokke 
North Dakota State University 
 
Positive affect has been associated with improved 
attentional performance, though studies have rarely 
controlled for arousal. This study examines the 
influence of arousal within the positive affect on the 
attentional blink. In an RSVP dual task experiment, 
participants were exposed to pictures and music 
invoking positive affect that varied in arousal.  Low 
arousal resulted in an attenuated attentional blink 
determining that participants performed better in the 
low arousal condition in comparison to a high 
arousal, positive affect condition. 
 
13.  Discrimination of Emotion in Music: An Eye-
Tracking Study 
Megan Boeddeker & Bria Itzen 
Minnesota State University Moorhead  
 
Emotional expressions can be communicated through 
facial expressions, tone of voice, even music. Adults 
are able to judge the emotional content from these 
cues correctly and consistently (Nawrot, 2003). 
Infants show gaze avoidance of threatening facial 
expressions, suggesting the importance of 
investigating visual attention during emotional 
processing (Petola, et. al., 2008). Forty-five 
undergraduates were exposed to pairs of emotionally 
concordant and discordant facial expressions and 
music while their eye-movements were recorded. 



Participants accurately identified concordant and 
discordant pairs and there were differences in how 
subjects examined facial expressions depending on 
the discordant or concordant condition. 
 
 
The NDSU Psychology Club would like to thank 
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NDSU Department of Psychology 
MSUM Department of Psychology 
Concordia College Department of Psychology 
NDSU Department of Human Development and  
     Family Science 
ND EPSCoR 
NDSU College of Science and Mathematics 


